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Fall is a lovely time to be in San Francisco, and a lovely time and place for an 
AES convention. As with recent shows, exhibits were open for only three of the 
four days, leaving a whole day with no distractions for attending technical 
sessions. This year AES took some big steps to attract attendees who aren’t 
white lab coat types. While there was no dumbing down of the dyed-in-the-wool 
scientific papers, there was strong emphasis on practical subjects, things that 
engineers who are still learning the craft and trying to keep up with modern 
techniques can apply in their own work.  
 
Much credit goes to Sound On Sound magazine who spearheaded the Project 
Studio Expo - two full days of workshops and technical talks targeted to the 
recording musicians who, unlike us old geezers, don’t have an opportunity to 
hang around working studios and learn from working engineers. A “theater” was 
set up right on the show floor, with 200 sets of Sennheiser wireless headphones 
so everyone could hear the lectures and musical examples in great detail. Every 
time I passed by, it seemed that there was a full house. And it was all free! 
Bringing more young people into the show helped keep the mood more upbeat 
than usual, and several manufacturers I chatted with were impressed by the 
number of younger visitors to their booths, and not just to kick tires, but having 
intelligent questions and a real desire to learn about what they were seeing.  
 
Of course there was the usual talk of “smaller than ever,” but then the products 
are smaller than ever so booths are smaller. The show floor was busy all three 
days. A few exhibitors were conspicuous by their absence – Avid (though they 
were a sponsor of the show), Yamaha/Steinberg and TASCAM, to name a few. 
Most of the live sound companies are now exhibiting at shows other than AES, 
so we didn’t see QSC, DiGiCo, or EAW either. I guess this means I have to start 
going to InfoComm.  
 
So much for the editorializing, so let’s get on with the show. The usual disclaimer 
applies: If I didn’t report about it here it was either because I didn’t know enough 
to give an objective report, it wasn’t something caught my interest, or I just plain 
missed it.  
 
 



Mics and Preamps 
 
Ribbon mics are still a hot item. Samar Audio Design builds a classic ribbon mic, 
the MF-65 (MF is designer Mark Fouxman) pretty much entirely by hand in their 
shop in Utah. They look elegant and are getting a reputation for good sound. 
New as this show, though not released yet as there are still a few things to work 
out, is a cardioid ribbon. Unlike the RCA design that uses a system of internal 
acoustical baffles to modify the classic bi-directional (figure-8) directivity pattern, 
the new Samar mic puts an omnidirectional condenser capsule in the same body 
as a ribbon element, combining the omni and bi-directional elements to achive a 
cardioid pattern. Details and pricing coming soon. 
http://samaraudiodesign.com 
 
 
Miktek has been building a good reputation with their condenser mics, 
particularly from folks recording acoustic string instruments. New this year is the 
R99 “dual mode” ribbon mic. The R99 has a built-in pre-preamp which, when 48v 
phantom power is applied, becomes active, boosting the output level to that 
similar to a condenser mic, as well as making the mic independent of differences 
in loading of various mic preamps. When not powered, rather of going silent as 
most other active ribbon mics do, it functions as a passive ribbon mic. This may 
be the better way to go when miking loud sources such as instrument amplifiers. 
Styling is a bit like some of the Russian mics that showed up in the US a decade 
and a half ago - flat, rounded at the top, with the tubular housing containing the 
electronics and output transformer making it easier to mount than a classic large 
body ribbon.  
http://www.miktekaudio.com 
 
 
Sandhill is a new name to me. The 
company is from Finland and they were 
showing their 6011A active ribbon mic. 
Rather than the traditional pleated 
aluminum ribbon, the 6011A uses a 
nano-technology (their buzzword) 
composite material for the diaphragm 
that can take high SPL without damage 
while maintaining excellent linearity. 
Active electronics make it independent 
of preamp input characteristics. A built-in switchable attenuator prevents clipping 
of the internal preamp when used with very loud sources.  
www.sandhillaudio.com/ 
 
 
Last but not least among new ribbon mic news is the Cascade Fad Head Bare 
Essentials. This is the popular Fat Head mic that’s been around for several 



years, packaged in a pouch rather than a fancy box, and with a 
clip rather than a vibration isolating suspension mount, all for 
the (limited time only, but maybe forever) low price of $129. If 
you don’t already have a ribbon mic, this is a great one to start 
with. It’s well made, sounds good, and it sounds like a ribbon 
mic should. For $129 you get it with the stock transformer and 
for about twice that (which shows how much a high quality mic 
transformer actually costs) you can get it with your choice of 
transformer upgrade, from Lundahl, Cinemag, or AMI. 

http://www.cascademicrophones.com/cascade_FAT_HEAD_BE.html 
 
 
Audio Technica’s new high condenser end mic is the AT5040, 
the first product of their flagship 50 series. It’s intended 
primarily as a vocal microphone, and uses an unusual four-
section rectangular capsule design. This gives a large 
diaphragm area, about double that of a 1” round capsule, 
which yields lower noise and higher output. Rectangular 
capsules are difficult to manufacture and tune, but due to the 
fact that they don’t have the same dimension between all 
suspension points, they have multiple, but smaller, diaphragm 
resonance modes which can, when properly tuned, yield very 
flat response without equalization. It’s a single pattern 
cardioid, and comes packaged with a suspension mount. Not 
cheap at $3,000, but there are plenty of other mics in the 
same price range that are in use every day. 
http://www.audio-technica.com/cms/wired_mics/ebf915ca0e65db10/index.html 
 
 
There have been a few 
mic “anniversary” re-
issues lately. A-T has a 
couple, and for its 65th 
anniversary (the company, not the mic), AKG is re-issuing the original C451 EB 
body (the model with pad and low cut switches) coupled with the CK-1 cardioid 
capsule as a limited edition. This small diaphragm mic is excellent on acoustic 
guitars and has become popular for drum overheads. They’re getting hard to find 
on the used market, so this could be an opportunity to pick up a couple of brand 
new ones. 
http://www.akg.com/site/products/powerslave,id,1339,pid,1339,nodeid,2,_country
,ENUS,_language,EN,country,ENUS.html 
  
 



Finally, there’s Advanced Audio Microphones, a new name to me. The company 
has been around for a while but I believe this is their first AES show. Headed by 
Dave Thomas (not the same one of Wendy’s hamburger fame), an engineer who 
has been building, modifying, and repairing tube mics for a good many years, 
Advance Audio offers a line of mics with model numbers that will be recognized  
anyone who has been in the business for a while or has studied the classic 
condenser mics. Presumably, their cm47 sounds like a U-47 and so on. 
Capsules are made in China to Thomas’ specifications and are tested and QC’d 
in Vancouver. Prices are remarkably reasonable, and Thomas appears to have 
the experience and conscience to do a good job.  
http://www.aamicrophones.com/index.htm 
 
 
 

There were a couple of new 
additions over on the preamp 
side. Simaudio Ltd. Is a 
Canadian firm that has been in 
the high end consumer audio 
business for upwards of 30 
years. They’ve entered the pro 
audio market with their first 
product being the Moon 

3500MP, a 2-channel mic preamp. The transformerless preamp features an 
independent circuit board for each channel, up to 66 dB of gain in 24 steps of 2.5 
dB, with 3.5 dB of output trim adjustment to match levels from paired mics or get 
“in the cracks” for precise gain setting. Maximum output level is a whopping 
+32 dBu. There are no electrolytic capacitors in the signal path, only 
polypropylene film, and metal film resistors are used throughout. Simaudio does 
their own PC assembly, chassis work, and final assembly work in house. Does 
the world need another $4,500 mic preamp? I’m not sure, but you can check out 
the Moon 3500MP at 
http://moon-professional.com/products/3500mp/ 
 
 
Pueblo Audio has an interesting approach to mic preamps and monitoring. They 
offer a series of coordinated single space rack mount modules. Say you want a 
four channel mic preamp. Start with the four channel DC coupled mic preamp 
unit, then add an audio power supply that can power up to four units. If you want 
phantom power, you’ll need to add a four channel phantom power supply unit. 
Then you can top it all off with a monitor control unit which includes two 
independent headphone amplifiers with three selectable inputs and talkback, and 
a passive monitor level control with three selectable outputs. One exception to 
the formual is a stereo mic preamp with integral power supply (including phantom 
power) which is available as a single space rack unit. A 4 channel preamp with 



both power supplies (three rack spaces) will run you $3370. Stack ‘em and rack 
‘em 
http://puebloaudio.com/index.html 
 
 
John Hardy has finally figured out how to fulfill a popular request for his Twin 
Servo mic preamp in a 500-series rack module. It’s not trivial to stuff all those 
parts, including a pair of 990 discrete op amp modules and Jensen input and 
output transformers, on to a small board. New features with the 500 model 
include a bypass switch for the output transformer, a switch to better match mics 
with a low source impedance (20Ω as opposed to the more common 150Ω). In 
addition, there’s an option to bypass the second gain stage of the two-stage 
design. The original design used two stages to minimize distortion at high levels, 
but if you want a little distortion, you can use a single stage and crank it. 
Alternatively, there may be some advantages to using a single stage if high gain 
isn’t required. It’s another choice with which to experiment. Available soon. 
http://www.johnhardyco.com 
 
 

Mixers, Consoles and The Control Surface Everyone Was 
Talking About 
 
Sound Devices has 
added a new six 
input field 
production mixer to 
its line of portable 
mixers. The 664 is 
built up from the 
basic design of their 552 mixer and features, as the name suggests, 6 input 
channels and 4 output buses. All channel inputs include a mic preamp with 
phantom power, limiter, low cut filter, and a direct output. The transformer 
coupled output buses are designated Left, Right, Aux 1 and Aux 2. A built-in 
recorder records all inputs and all outputs (10 tracks total), storing Broadcast 
Wave files on either or both a Compact Flash and SD memory card. The cards 
can be redundant or specific tracks can be routed to each card. XLR Inputs 1 and 
6 can be switched to accommodate AES3 digital sources. Between switchable 
XLRs and multi-pin connectors, the 664 can provide 10 AES3 digital outputs. The 
664 also includes a time code generator to provide synchronization for other 
devices. It can either free-run or jam sync to an external time code source. The 
664 can be powered from five internal AA cells or an external power supply.  
http://www.sounddevices.com/products/664/ 
 
 
What’s old is new again. Originally developed and sold by ATI (Audio Toys Inc.), 
the 8MX2 8x2 single rack space feature packed mixer now sports a new military 



gray paint job and is once again available under the JDK Audio family of products 
from API. Designed during the days of the modular digital 8-track tape recorder 
(Alesis ADAT, TASCAM DA-88/98/38), it features 8 channels each with a high 

quality mic preamp, limiter, level and pan to the stereo mix, direct output, polarity 
reverse, phantom power, solo to headphones, and recorder return to the stereo 
bus for mixdown or playback monitoring. The 8MX2  is a solid mixer and ideal for 
8 track remote recording when you want alternate preamps and more flexible 
monitoring than what you get with today’s common multi-channel audio interface 
boxes – or if you’re still toting around an ADAT.  
http://www.jdkaudio.com/jdk8mx2.html 
 
 

How about a tube console? There 
hasn’t been a new one of those for a 
while. Tree Audio’s Roots is a 2-bus 
console with 8 or 16 input channels. 
Each channel has a (tube, of course) 
mic preamp, limiter, direct output, 
two auxiliary sends, high and low 
frequency EQ at 50, 80, 100, and 
400 Hz on the low band and 7, 10, 
12, and 16 kHz shelves on the high 
band. Further down the strip is the 
250 Hz high pass filter, line/mic and 
polarity reverse switches, mute, solo, 

a high impedance instrument input jack, and channel gain big knob. The meter 
bridge sports two real analog VU meters for the stereo bus or solo level, masters 
for the auxiliary outputs, a talkback mic input and level control, external stereo 
input level controls, and a monitor level control. The frame has four slots for 500-
series modules, with inputs and outputs for each module brought out to XLR 
connectors on the rear panel to patch where needed. What a great idea! As you 
can see from the photo, it looks like it might have come out of EMI Studios in the 
early ‘70s.  
http://treeaudio.com/index.html 
 
 
The ‘Have you seen it yet?” product of this show was the  Raven MTX from Slate 
Pro Audio. It’s sort of a cross between a console frame with a monitoring section 
and a very large custom built iPad featuring a custom made 46-inch multi-touch 
display. The concept is pretty simple though the execution, as is typical of Slate’s 
products, is elegant. An application running on the system displays a console 
layout on the monitor, with all the controls and indicators where you’d expect 



them to be if you were 
accustomed to using a 
traditional mixing console. 
It communicates with a 
DAW using the HUI 
protocol. The multi-touch 
technology allows 
simultaneous operation of 
up to 8 faders, eliminating 
the one-control-per-
operation restriction when 
mixing with a mouse. In addition to the mixer controls, there’s a DAW toolbar for 
transport control and editing functions as well as customizable hot keys. A “pad 
within the pad” provides navigation control, and there’s a trackball and jog wheel 
for the traditionalists. The analog monitoring section, designed by Justin Morse of 
Roll Music, provides four speaker outputs, 8 cue outputs, several analog inputs 
for auxiliary playback, and even built-in laptop quality speakers for checking that 
all important aspect of the mix. I found the controls to be very responsive, but 
without the tactile feel of real knobs and sliders it’ll probably take some time to 
acclimate. Watch the video and find further info at: 
http://www.slateproaudio.com/products/raven/ 
 
 

Computer Audio Interfaces and Converters 
 
Continuing along the path of the Orpheus 8-channel Firewire interface of a 
couple of years ago, Prism Sound introduced the Lyra (or, in Greek, as they write 
it, λύρα), a compact USB2 audio interface. It comes in two flavors. Lyra 1 has two 
analog mic/line/DI inputs, 2 analog line outputs, and stereo TOSLINK I/O plus a 
headphone jack, while Lyra 2 adds 2 more analog line outputs (typically 
headphone cue mixes), 8 channels of ADAT Optical I/O, and word clock in and 
out.  

The microphone inputs offer the option of M-S mixing for direct left/right recording 
from an M-S mic setup. Typically this feature offers the option of recording mid 
and side mics undecoded while monitoring in left/right stereo though I neglected 
to ask about it. Both models feature low latency input monitoring which is done 
directly in the interface with only the latency of the A/D and D/A converters (that’s 
not much) plus a tad for the DSP engine. A computer application is provided for 
mixing and routing control. The Lyra works natively on Mac OS-x 10.4 and 



newer, and ASIO and WDM drivers are supplied for Windows. It’s UAC2 class 
compliant with Linux, though no control panel application is provided for Linux.  
 
The mic preamps and CleverClox converter technology are the same as used in 
the Orpheus, and all inputs and outputs are electronically balanced. The Lyra 2 
has an Ethernet port which will be used, with an upcoming firmware update, for 
stacking multiple interfaces via the AVB protocol.  
http://www.prismsound.com/music_recording/products_subs/lyra/lyra_home.php 
 
Benchmark Media has been setting the benchmark for A/D and D/A converters 
for many years now. These days they seem to be concentrating on high quality 
digital-to-analog converters (DACs). A really good D/A converter is a worthwhile 
investment both for the professional and project studio since you can’t fix what 
you can’t hear. The Benchmark DAC1 has been a top selling “reference 
standard” D/A converter for a few years, and this year they’ve introduced the 
DAC2 HGC which claims better performance than the DAC1 in just about every 
respect including noise, distortion, detail, and stereo imaging.   
 

A key feature of the DAC2 HGC 
is in the way in which it handles 
reconstructed peaks between 
samples that exceed the analog 
level equivalent to 0 dBFS. 
Most converters clip those 
peaks for the simple reason that 
0 dBFS is, in theory, maximum 
level, but recent research has 

demonstrated that we can hear a difference when an inter-sample peak is 
allowed to reach the output level unclipped. The DAC2 HGC offers 3.5 dB of 
headroom above 0 dBFS which reduces distortion, particularly on modern pop 
music recordings where the digital level spends a lot of time near maximum for 
the sake of loudness.   
 
The DAC2 HGC has four S/PDIF digital inputs, two coax and two TOSLINK, plus 
a USB input for direct connection to the computer. Outputs consist of balanced 
XLRs as well as two pairs of unbalanced outputs on RCA jacks. Analog pass-
through inputs are also provided so the DAC2 HGC can serve as the monitor 
controller in the studio or the master source selector and volume control in a 
home theater system. In addition to a PCM (plain ol’ digital) data stream, all 
digital inputs including USB support and automatically detect a data stream in the 
DoP 1.x format. This is a fairly new standard for transmitting DSD (direct stream 
digital) using the PCM data format. Many new Blu-Ray players send this format 
when playing a DSD disk, so there may be a future for what many consider the 
most “analog sounding” digital format. It’s a particularly good feature for the 
audiophile customers. 
 



HGC stands for Hybrid Gain Control. It’s Benchmark’s system of multi-stage 
analog and digital attenuators, with the “hybrid” meaning that analog inputs 
remain analog all the way through to the output, while digital inputs remain digital 
throughout. The front panel volume control controls both analog and digital level 
adjustment, and – Oh! Did I mention that there’s a wireless remote control? – the 
volume control is motor driven when using the remote. Also available in black.  
http://www.benchmarkmedia.com/dac/dac2-hgc 
 
 
Focusrite showed two new USB computer I/O interfaces, iTrack Solo and Forte.  

 
The iTrack Solo, as the “i” in its 
name suggests, is Apple-certified to 
work directly with the iPad, though 
it’s fully compatible with Mac and 
Windows computers as well. The 
“Solo” part of its name relates to its 
input configuration, one XLR for a 
mic and a ¼” unbalanced high 

impedance input for an instrument pickup. The mic preamp is the same as the 
one used in Focustite’s Scarlett series – clean and quiet, with nominal gain of up 
to 55 dB. The instrument input can be used with a line level source if you’re 
careful about the output level as its maximum input level is specified at –3 dBu. 
Both a USB 2.0 port and a proprietary 10-pin iOS Data Link port (a short cable is 
supplied) are offered for computer connection. Power is provided through the 
USB port. An external USB power supply (not supplied) is required when using 
with an iOS device. Converters are 24-bit with sample rates up to 96 kHz.  
 
Audio outputs are via a front panel headphone jack and a pair of rear panel RCA 
jacks for powered speakers. A front panel switch mixes the input with the DAW 
playback for no-latency input monitoring when overdubbing. Each input has its 
own gain control with Focusrite’s “halo” level indicator, an LED surrounding each 
control which changes from green through orange to red as the level increases. 
The case is metal and the unit has a very solid feel. A copy of Abelton Lite is 
included, as is a suite of perfectly usable Focusrite plug-ins. 
http://us.focusrite.com/ipad-audio-interfaces-usb-audio-interfaces/itrack-solo 
 
 
The Focusrite Forte is another new compact USB 2.0 interface, but one that’s 
quite a contrast with the iTrack Solo. It appears to be similar both in function and 
form to the popular Apogee Duet2, though while the Duet is for Mac only, Forte is 
compatible with Apple Core Audio OS 10.7 as well as Windows 7 and 8 as well 
with supplied ASIO and WDM drivers. The Duet and Forte also appear to share 
the same tailor.  
 



The Forte offers two inputs and four outputs. There’s a 
headphone jack on the front edge of the case, but all 
other audio connections as well as USB and power, are 
at the rear. Balanced line outputs are on a pair of ¼” TRS 
jacks. A multi-pin input connector with a supplied 
breakout cable terminates in a pair of XLRs for mic inputs 
and two ¼” TRS jacks for balanced line or high 
impedance instrument pickup inputs. The line outputs 
can carry a separate stereo stream from the headphone 
outputs for independent monitor and cue mixes.  
 
Forte’s mic preamp circuitry is borrowed from Focusrite’s 
top of the line Red series, and converters are 24-bit 
supporting sample rates from 44.1 to 192 kHz. That big knob on the top serves 
multiple functions. Normally, it controls the listening volume, but it can also 
control input levels and can also perform a number of DAW control functions. 
These can be user-configured beyond the pre-programmed play, stop, and 
horizontal scrolling. The OLED display not only serves as the meters, but the 
icons below the meter panel are touch-sensitive for selecting what the big knob 
does. For certain modes, the display switches from meters to a menu display, for 
example, when switching phantom power or selecting mic, line, or instrument for 
the channel input. A software application controls a low latency monitor mixer as 
well as access to all setup selections and adjustments.     
 
The Forte can be powered from the USB port, however the (supplied) external 
power supply is required when using phantom power.  
http://us.focusrite.com/usb-audio-interfaces/forte 
 
 
Antelope Audio introduced the Orion, the first (so they say) 32-channel A/D and 
D/A converter. Those who have been saying that USB isn’t fast enough for a lot 
of channels of audio should take note that Orion uses a custom USB bridge chip 
that allows streaming of 32 I/O channels at 192 kHz sample rate. Analog I/O is 
via eight DB-25 connectors, plus MADI fiber (32 channels at 96 kHz sample 
rate), and ADAT optical (16 channels). Antelope made their mark in the industry 
with a highly accurate and extremely low jitter master word clock generator, and 
the Orion incorporates their latest version of clock technology. It provides four 
word clock outputs and has an input for Antelope’s atomic clock. A software 
application (Mac and Windows) provides a user friendly control panel for 
configuring the I/O setup. Five presets are selectable from the front panel, and it 
all fits in a single space rack mount box. 
http://antelopeaudio.com/en/products/Orion32-Multi-Channel-AD-DA-converter 
 
 
QES Labs from Italy showed their ADC-10 mastering A/D converter. Its shtick is 
a knob in the center of the front panel which selects between a solid state or tube 



input stage. It’s sort of 
one last chance to add 
some “analog warmth” to 
a project during the 
mastering phase. Other 
significant features are 

fully balanced internal analog signal path, sample rates from 44.1 to 384 kHz, 
and AES/EBU. S/PDIF TOSLINK, and USB outputs.   
http://www.qeslabs.com/e_stereo_a-d_converter.asp 
 

 
Signal Processors 
 
Spectra Sonics built legendary consoles in the 1960s and ‘70s. They were 
perhaps the first to figure out that by driving a transformer from the correct 
source impedance and loading it properly, distortion dropped by a significant 
amount. This is how they were able to make much cleaner sounding consoles 
while using the same transformers that everyone else did at that time. Although 
the console business slacked off, the company has remained in business. In 
recent years, they’ve re-built their Model 610 CompLimiter since discovering that 
the original unit became a hit with the dumpster diving audio crowd. At the show 

they introduced the 
M-610 Pro, a singe 
rack space dual 
channel unit 

consisting of a pair of mic preamps, each followed by an M-610.  
 
Also new at the show was the M-502, which incorporates the Spectra Sonics 101 
mic preamp and 502 passive 3-band equalizer, essentially the channel strip 
section from the 1020 console packed into a half rack space box. Two of these 
would make a dandy front end for any DAW. While it’s not time to start drooling 
yet, there were hints that there may be a full Spectra Sonics console in the 
future. I really like to see that an audio company can stick around this long and 
still see a demand for their older, as well as newer products. 
http://www.spectra-sonics.com/ 
 

 
This is just a tease since it’s not quite ready for 
release, but Great River Electronics has a 500-
series compressor in the works that uses pulse 
width modulation to derive the gain control 
signal. This isn’t a new technique (shades of the 
EMT 156?) but it’s not widely used today. Other 
contemporary  compressors that use this 
technique are the Crane Song Trakker and the 
Empirical Labs Distressor.  Check the web site 



now and then for full details as it gets closer to production. 
http://greatriverelectronics.com/index.cfm 
 
 

Wireless Technology 
 
It was everywhere. This is something that I don’t know well enough to be a fair 
judge of what’s worth reporting, but I wanted to mention of Sony’s new DWZ 
series. This is a digital wireless system that employs much of the same 
technology used in their professional line of transmitters and receivers but is 
priced and designed for the performing musician who wants a high quality 
interference free wireless vocal or instrument setup. There are four models in the 
series. The DWZ-M50 is the basic vocal setup which includes a mic with the 
transmitter built into the body, powered by two AA batteries. The receiver is in a 
half-rack sized box with ¼” and balanced XLR outputs. The mic has 
interchangeable capsules (cardioid dynamic is standard) and the receiver 
includes a 5-band graphic equalizer.  
 

The DWZ-B30GB includes a 
body pack transmitter with a high 
impedance instrument input and 
a compact version of the receiver 
designed to connect directly to an 
instrument amplifier. It includes a 
“Cable tone control,” whatever 
the heck that is. The DWZ-M70 
and DWZ-B70HL are designed 
for more challenging speech 
setups. The M70 uses a 
handheld mic with built-in 

transmitter, the B70HL has a body pack transmitter and includes both a lavalier 
and headset mic. The receiver for these two models includes both the 5-band 
graphic equalizer and an intelligent automatic feedback reducer.  
http://pro.sony.com/bbsc/ssr/micro-proaudiosite/resource.latest.bbsccms-assets-
micro-proaudio-general-digitalwireless.shtml 
 
 

Itty Bitty Recorders 
 
Archwave makes USB and Firewire audio interface chips that find their way into 
familiar products such as the Prism Orpheus and Apogee Ensemble. They’re 
usually at the NAMM show looking for customers, where last year they showed a 
new 16-channel direct-to-USB recording chip. By golly, at this AES show, off to 
one side of the Lewitt Microphones booth, was a hand-sized16 track recorder, 
the Archwave RE16. As far as I know, it’s Archwave’s first and so far only end-
user product, probably built to show off the capabilities of their chip and its 



associated development system. Sorry for the fuzzy picture, but they didn’t have 
any literature, there’s nothing yet on their web site, and, being black on a black 
table, the photo I took of it was useless. This is a screen capture from a Harmony 
Central video from the show (thanks, Craig) to tease you with.  
 
The Archwave RE16 is a 
straightforward capture device with 
practically no controls. Inputs are 16 
rear panel TRS jacks, which I 
suspect are wired with tip and ring 
tied together so they can be 
connected (using TRS cables) to 
common console channel insert 
jacks without interrupting signal flow through the console. Plug in a USB thumb 
drive or hard drive, check the levels, press the Record button, and go. There are 
no record-arm switches – it always records 16 tracks regardless of how many 
inputs are connected. That’s perfect for capturing a 16-channel show. It’s a bit 
wasteful if you’re using fewer channels, but USB thumb drives are cheap these 
days. Maximum continuous recording time about 4 hours at 24-bit 48 kHz sample 
rate, limited only by the FAT32 file system (4 GB), which suggests that it records 
eight stereo files. It can also also function as a USB class-compliant 16-channel 
audio interface for recording directly into a DAW. Needless to say, it’s brand new, 
and that’s about all the distributor knew about it, but they promised there would 
be some info on their web site soon. The price is expected to be $499 - you get 
about half of a JoeCo Black Box Recorder for about one-fifth the price – a good 
deal if you don’t need what the JoeCo does and the Archwave doesn’t. While a 
number of mixers today offer a USB output of the main mix, most still don’t have 
individual channel direct outputs to USB, so the RE16 might extend the life of an 
existing console for a few years once you get the urge or need to start making 
multitrack recordings of your shows. Stay tuned. The US distributor is TruNorth 
Music & Sound: 
http://www.trunorthmusicandsound.com/ 
 
  

Plug-Ins and Software 
 
This is hardly my area of expertise, but there’s some really cool stuff out there 
that I saw as I was wandering the show, so I’ll pass it along.  

 
There’s a lot of attention these days paid to 
loudness monitoring, not just for keeping the 
level as hot as possible without clipping, but to 
assure that programs are compliant with new 
standards for loudness consistency. The music 
can’t be too much louder than the dialog, or the 
commercials can’t too much louder than anything 



else. One of the nicest displays of long term loudness that I saw was LevelView 
from Grimm Audio. It consists of a series of concentric arcs. The outermost arc 
represents the loudness for the last 3 seconds, with the time span increasing with 
the inner arcs. It made sense when watching it in a loudness demonstration that 
George Massenberg presented in a workshop.  
http://www.grimmaudio.com/pro_software_levelview.htm 
 
 
Removing reverberation from a recording is one of those things that we all wish 
we could do at some time or other. TAC Systems of Japan showed some 
promise a couple of years ago with their RevCon software, and this year I found 
a new entry into the field, Unveil from Zynaptiq. With Unveil, you  can reduce the 
amount of reverb in a track to remove mud, and can also manipulate frequency 
components of the reverb to modify the apparent acoustic space by modifying 
the levels of the high or low frequency reflections. If there’s any perceptible 
reverberation, what’s there can be increased. One interesting application is to 
remove reverb from a loop and replace it with a totally different reverb process. 
Unveil looks like it would be a heck of a lot of fun to play around with (there’s a 
free trial available) and it’s the sort of thing that you may find more and more 
useful as you learn what it can and can’t do.  
http://www.zynaptiq.com/unveil/ 
  
 
Spectral Layers from Sony Creative Software is another in the family  of “unbake 
the cake” programs. It offers the ability to make some pretty drastic changes to a 
mixed track. In concept, it’s a spectral editor similar in principle to ones included 
with Adobe Audition and WaveLab, among other programs. A spectral editor  
provides a different view of a recording than the traditional amplitude vs. time 
waveform display, making it possible to see and select specific frequency events 
for processing. In Spectral Layers, selected elements of the frequency spectrum 
are moved to another “layer” for manipulation. Selection tools include area 
selection by highlighting, frequency selection for when there’s a constant 
frequency like a whine or whistle that you want to remove, and a tool that detects  
and automatically selects harmonics of an interfering noise, ideal for eliminating 
or reducing noise such as dimmer buzz on a track, or even fading out the sax 
player who thought he had another chorus before the vocal started again.   
 
Once you’ve isolated what you want to eliminate and placed it in new layer, you 
can invert the polarity and mix it back in with the original file to cancel it. But the 
program goes well beyond noise removal. An example in the run-through that I 
got was a man-in-the-street interview with a siren blaring throughout. The siren 
was easy to see on the display so it was easy to select and move to a new layer. 
First pass was to remove the siren completely from the original recording, but it 
sounded kind of sterile. So the volume of the siren layer was lowered overall, and 
then a volume envelope was applied to make it realistically fade in and then out 
rather than wailing away through the entire interview. Though I didn’t see it 



demonstrated, it’s apparently possible to separate dialog from music and re-mix 
them. It’s not at all far from what you see on TV when the detective asks the nerd 
lab technician to “enhance the voice on the 911 recording.” It’s a pretty deep 
program. If you find this interesting, you can download a trial copy (Mac or 
Windows) from the web site, or just watch the video: 
http://www.sonycreativesoftware.com/spectralayerspro 
http://dspcdn.sonycreativesoftware.com/videos/webinar/SpectraLayersIntro.mp4 
 

 
 
Cool and Clever Stuff 
 
We usually associate Lavry Engineering with top shelf A/D and D/A converters, 
an these were on display, but new this year is The Latency Killer LK-1. This is a 
cue mixer for overdubbing with a DAW. The typical scenario when overdubbing is 
to create a headphone mix consisting of previously recorded tracks and your new 
track using the DAW’s mixer. But due to system latency, there’s always some 
delay between when you sing or play a note to when you hear it in the 
headphones. If latency is low enough, this might be a problem, but in most 
systems, it’s either annoying or downright goofy. The Latency Killer gets its 
inputs from the DAW stereo mix and from your recording source, usually the mic 
preamp output. The live source is both passed (passively) out to your DAW 
recording chain. The LK-1 mixes the source with the DAW playback, getting your 
source to its headphone output with no latency. As a bonus, there are two effect 
sends and returns so you can add some reverb (from and outboard unit) to your 
monitor mix. Two high quality amplifiers provide the headphone feed, and a pair 
of output jacks parallel the DAW return to feed control room speakers.  
 
Now, I know that many of us (me included) are already doing exactly this by 
using an analog mixer for monitoring. And some audio interfaces have this same 
feature built in, though multi-channel interfaces that claim “zero” latency 
monitoring typically use a digital mixer which in itself introduces some delay. The 
LK-1 is an elegant solution built with typical Lavry quality and attention to detail, 
with nothing but wire between the source and the A/D converter.  
http://www.lavryengineering.com/lk1.html 
 
 
Radial Engineering is always coming up with new and clever boxes to solve 
problems that you never realized that you had until you see the solution. New this 
year is a pair of switch boxes designed for comparing and selecting microphones 
and preamps. The Gold Digger is a four-input mic selector that lets you send the 
output of up to four different mics, one at a time, to a single preamp. This makes 
quick work of choosing the best mic for a particular source. The Gold Digger 
provides phantom power, keeping all mics requiring it powered up all the time so 
there’s no warm-up and no pop when switching from one mic to another.  
 



Each mic input has a trim control so that you can match all mics for equal 
sensitivity. It’s a bit puzzling how they do this as the spec sheet claims a 
“straight-wire distortion free signal path.” Even a passive attenuator could affect 
the loading of the mic, which could affect the sound of the mic. It’s a subtle effect 
so I suppose they ignore it in favor of making a fair, equal level comparison, 
which is really important.  

The Cherry Picker is a similar 
switcher for sending a single mic to 
up to four preamps. This, too, 
provides phantom power if required 
so there will be no pops when the 
mic is switched among preamps. 
Since mic preamps have their own 
gain or output level controls, that’s 
where you do the “equal volume” 
trimming. The Cherry Picker only 
switches preamp inputs, not 
outputs, so you still need as many 

inputs to your monitor system (or A/D converters in front of your DAW) as you 
have preamps to compare.  
http://www.radialeng.com/r2011/cherrypicker.php 
http://www.radialeng.com/r2011/golddigger.php 
 
 
Everyone in this business needs ear protection at some time or other. I have 
several sets of Etymotic ETTY musicians earplugs (under $15), one in my car, 
one in my garage for when I crank up the lawn mower or leaf blower, one in my 
field tool kit, and a set in my trade show tote bag for those too-loud concerts. At 
70 years old, I still have pretty good hearing, but then I really don’t expose myself 
to loud noises very often, musical or otherwise. Some aren’t so cautious or lucky. 
There are better ear plugs, custom fitted for the best rejection, and those rolled-
up foam plugs, while wreaking havoc with the frequency response will protect 
you in an emergency.  
 

But Etymotic’s Music●PRO electronic 
earplugs is something new and 
different. These consist of a 
microphone, a DSP compressor, 
amplifier, and high definition driver. 
Rather than simply block or filter the 
incoming sound, the attenuation 
increases gradually as the sound level 
increases. There are two modes, 
Natural Hearing with nominal15 dB of 
SPL reduction, and Enhanced Hearing 

with 9 dB of SPL reduction. In the Enhanced mode, there’s actually 6 dB of gain 



below 70 dB SPL, which is where the compressor threshold is set. Between 70 
and 85 dB SPL, the output is compressed with a 2:1 ratio. Compression is off 
(1:1 ratio) between  about 85 and 105 dB SPL, holding the attenuation at 15 dB. 
At 105 dB (110 dB for the 9 dB mode). hard limiting kicks in, holding the SPL at 
your ear between 105 and 110 dB. A tiny switch selects the mode (it’s weird 
when you have each ear on a different mode!) and they’re powered by a hearing 
aid battery. There’s no on/off switch so battery life is 2-3 weeks. When the 
battery dies, the plug acts like 25 dB attenuator all the time, so you’re still 
protected, but perhaps more than you need be. 
 
How do they sound? Well, the jury is still out on that here. At the press demo, 
they had a small Fender Passport system in a hotel room and were trying to get it 
up to better than 100 dB SPL where it sounded pretty bad with or without the ear 
plugs. I haven’t been to a loud concert (nor mowed my lawn or blew some 
leaves) since AES, but at an outdoor speaker demo during the show, I compared 
them to my cheap ETTY plugs and honestly didn’t hear too much difference, but 
then it wasn’t really loud. Hopefully I’ll have a better opportunity to give them a 
workout before the company asks for them back.  
 
At $400, it’s a tough decision. The Music●PRO plugs use stock earpieces 
(there’s a wide selection in the kit) so there’s no need to visit to an audiologist for 
a fitting. This offsets the cost somewhat, but then you need to feed them 
electrons and, if you don’t use them every day, you’ll need to keep some fresh 
batteries handy, though hearing aid batteries can be found at nearly any drug or 
grocery store, should you need a fresh charge on the way to a gig.  
http://www.etymotic.com/hp/mp915.html 
 
 

It’s A Wrap 
 
Well, that’s about it for this year. I kept busy, saw a lot of gear, learned a few 
things in the technical sessions (still too many places to be at the same time) and 
schmoozed with some friends. There were a couple of products that had a lot of 
people talking, and the Project Studio Expo was a big hit. I trust they’ll continue 
with it, or something like it, and continue with the attempt to attract a younger 
crowd that might otherwise feel intimidated by the image that the convention has 
carried for so long.  


